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ABSTRACT

The brachytherapy dose calculations used in treatment planning systems (TPSs) have conventionally been performed
assuming homogeneous water. Using measurements and a Monte Carlo simulation, we evaluated the dosimetric impact
of an air passage on brachytherapy for bronchus cancer. To obtain the geometrical characteristics of an air passage, we
analyzed the anatomical information from CT images of patients who underwent intraluminal brachytherapy using a
high-dose-rate 192Ir source (MicroSelectron V2r®, Nucletron). Using an ionization chamber, we developed a measure-
ment system capable of measuring the peripheral dose with or without an air cavity surrounding the catheter. Air cavities
of five different radii (0.3, 0.5, 0.75, 1.25 and 1.5 cm) were modeled by cylindrical tubes surrounding the catheter.
A Monte Carlo code (GEANT4) was also used to evaluate the dosimetric impact of the air cavity. Compared with dose
calculations in homogeneous water, the measurements and GEANT4 indicated a maximum overdose of 5–8% near the
surface of the air cavity (with the maximum radius of 1.5 cm). Conversely, they indicated a minimum overdose of ~1%
in the region 3–5 cm from the cavity surface for the smallest radius of 0.3 cm. The dosimetric impact depended on the
size and the distance of the air passage, as well as the length of the treatment region. Based on dose calculations in water,
the TPS for intraluminal brachytherapy for bronchus cancer had an unexpected overdose of 3–5% for a mean radius of
0.75 cm. This study indicates the need for improvement in dose calculation accuracy with respect to intraluminal brachy-
therapy for bronchus cancer.
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INTRODUCTION
High-dose-rate (HDR) brachytherapy plays an important role in current
radiotherapy, specifically for cervical, prostate and breast cancer treat-
ments [1]. For the dosimetric characteristic of HDR brachytherapy, a
radioactive source such as 192Iridium (192Ir) provides a very high dose to
the tumors while sparing unwanted dose to the healthy organs surround-
ing it, because the dose gradient around a brachytherapy source is very
steep and the dose decreases exponentially with the thickness of the
material or tissue. Moreover, brachytherapy can achieve high accuracy
through the well-established remote afterloading system, capable of
accurately transferring the radioactive source [2].

Since its inception, the brachytherapy dose calculations used in
treatment planning systems (TPSs) have conventionally been based

on the dose distribution from a single source in homogeneous water
according to the AAPM Task Group 43 (TG-43U1) [3–6]. Hence,
clinical experiences have been accumulated for dosimetric para-
meters calculated by the TG-43U1 protocol. Recently, many
researchers have investigated the dosimetric impact in a hetero-
geneous medium or the applicators through either measurements or
Monte Carlo studies. A discrepancy between the TPS dose and the
actual dose can potentially appear under various conditions, and this
should be clarified accurately to correlate the clinical outcome to
dosimetric parameters.

As shown in Fig. 1, in brachytherapy for bronchus cancer, there
exists a heterogeneous structure, an air passage surrounding the
treatment region. Our purpose here was to evaluate the dosimetric
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impact due to the presence of the air passage through both measure-
ments and Monte Carlo simulations. We have developed a measure-
ment system capable of measuring the peripheral dose surrounding
the catheter, with or without the presence of an air cavity, using a
miniaturized ionization chamber. In addition, for assessment of the
dosimetric impact under those condition, a 192Ir was modeled in a
GEANT4 Monte Carlo code [7], which is widely used for research in
radiotherapy, including brachytherapy [8–12].

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Air passage for bronchus cancer

To obtain the geometrical characteristics of an air passage, delineation
of the air passage had been conducted on CT-images of patients.
These patients underwent intraluminal brachytherapy for early-stage
bronchus cancer using a high-dose-rate 192Ir source (MicroSelectron
V2r®, Nucletron, an Elekta company, Stockholm, Sweden) at our
institution. This investigation was approved by our Institutional
Review Board. The air passage surrounding a Lumencath catheter
was recreated as a contoured structure defined as threshold segmenta-
tion from a CT value of −1000 to −150HU in the TPS
Oncentra®Brachy (Ver. 4.1.0.132, Nucletron). Afterward, we manu-
ally deleted parts of the structure protruding from the treatment
region, which was defined as the source active length Lact. Next, we
measured the maximum radius Rmax by visual evaluation and obtained
the volume of the air passage V. A mean radius Rmean could be
derived from V and Lact. Table 1 shows the geometrical characteristics
of the air passage for bronchus cancer patients (n = 6).

Measurement system
As shown in Fig. 2a, we developed a measurement system that con-
sisted of a single catheter (5Fr flexible needle, Nucletron) inserted
in a cylindrical tube and a miniaturized ionization chamber (31 010
Semiflex chamber, PTW, Freiburg Germany) in a water phantom.
The cylindrical tube, which normally contains water, can be used to
simulate an air passage by removing the water. As shown in Fig. 2b,
cylindrical tubes with a wall thickness of 3 mm were made with five
inner radii, Rair = 0.3, 0.5, 0.75, 1.25 and 1.5 cm, taking into consid-
eration the geometrical characteristics of air passages (see Table 1).
The pit in the bottom of the cylindrical tube was used for the

fixation of the plastic needle (Fig. 2c). The tube was made of a
water-equivalent phantom material (tough water [13], Kyoto
Kagaku Co., Ltd, Kyoto, Japan).

The absorbed dose Dw,Q in water was derived from

= ( )D M N k 1w Q D w Q Q Q, Q , , ,0 0

where MQ is the collected charge with corrections for the pressure
and temperature kTP, ion recombination ks, and polarity effect kpol,
and ND w Q, , 0

is the calibration factor in terms of absorbed dose in
water according to IAEA TRS-398 [14]. The beam quality symbols
Q and Q0 correspond to the 192Ir and 60Co gamma ray fields,
respectively. The correction factor kTP was applied to calculate the
cavity air mass from the standard reference conditions (temperature
T0 = 22°C and pressure P0 = 101.3 kPa). The ion recombination ks
was derived using the two-voltage method for ion recombination, as
shown in Eq. (2).
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Here, M1 and M2 are the measured values of the collected charge
at the voltages V1 and V2, respectively (V1/V2 = 2, V1 = 400 V). By
using Eq. (2), the ion recombination ks at 1.0, 3.0 and 5.4 cm dis-
tance in a direction transversal to the 192Ir source in water was esti-
mated to be 1.002, 1.003 and 1.001, respectively, indicating a very
small distance dependency. The mean value of 1.002 was applied to
all of the measurements. The polarity effect kpol at a distance of 1.0,
3.0 and 5.4 cm in a direction transversal to the 192Ir source in water
was 1.012, 1.005 and 1.000, respectively. In the same way, the mean
value of 1.005 was applied to all of the measurements. The beam
quality correction factor kQ Q, 0in a direction transversal to the 192Ir
source for a PTW Semiflex chamber, reported by Araki [15], was
applied to all of the measurements in this study.

After changing the 192Ir source every 3 months, the air-kerma
strength Sk was measured with a HDR-1000Plus well-type ioniza-
tion chamber and MAX-4000 electrometer (Standard Imaging, Inc.

Fig. 1. An example of a treatment plan for bronchus cancer
using a Lumencath catheter.

Table 1. Geometrical characteristics of air passages for early-
stage bronchus cancer patients (n = 6)

Patient V (cm3) Lact (cm) Rmax (cm) Rmean (cm)

1 6.86 4.5 0.93 0.70

2 11.17 6.0 0.91 0.77

3 25.07 9.0 1.34 0.94

4 12.44 6.5 1.46 0.78

5 3.60 3.5 1.04 0.57

6 15.60 8.5 1.60 0.76

Mean 12.46 6.3 1.21 0.75

1σ 7.49 2.2 0.29 0.12

V = volume of air passage, Lact = length of source activation, Rmax = maximum
radius of air passage, Rmean = mean radius of air passage, 1σ = a standard
deviation.
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WI, USA) by our staff. The calibration factor of the detector was
determined by the cross-calibration using a reference detector,
which was calibrated at an accredited dosimetry calibration laboratory
(ADCL). The measured Sk was registered in the treatment planning
systems and the console of the treatment machine.

The chamber can be freely moved by sliding a jig. However, in
this study, the measurements of the peripheral dose were conducted
only along a direction transversal to the 192Ir source. We measured
the peripheral dose under two conditions. (i) Peripheral dose in
homogenous water for a single dwell position. The measured distance
from the catheter was approximately 1 to 9 cm. The measured doses
were compared with the calculated doses in the TPS according to the
AAPM TG-43U1 protocol. (ii) Peripheral dose in the presence of an
air cavity. The dosimetric impact of the air cavity was evaluated by
the ratio of the peripheral dose with an air cavity to the peripheral
dose without it. Multiple dwell times were determined by using geomet-
rical optimization in the TPS. The method of treatment planning is
described in the next section. The chamber was placed at the center of
the source active length. The measured distance from the catheter was
approximately 1–5 cm in this measurement. The dose change, caused by

positioning errors of the chamber and the catheter, was reduced effect-
ively by measuring the peripheral dose with and without an air cavity at
a fixed position with respect to the chamber and the catheter. As shown
in Fig. 2a, the water in the cylindrical tube was removed by a syringe
without changing the relative positions. After both measurements were
taken, the distance from the chamber to the catheter was changed for
the next measurement.

Treatment planning
CT images of our measurement system were obtained to prepare a
treatment plan. In the planning, the reference points along a cath-
eter direction were placed 0.5 cm distant from the surface of the air
cavity in the cylindrical tube (see Fig. 3a). The treatment region
was 6 cm with a source step size of 0.5 cm, because the mean value
of Lact was found to be 6.3 cm (Table 1). The center in the source
active region was aligned with the position of the chamber. The
dwell times were determined by geometrical optimization [16] with
a prescribed dose of 200 cGy to the reference points for smoothing
doses at reference points (see Fig. 3b). The treatment parameters

Fig. 2. (a) Flexible needle catheter inserted in the cylindrical tube and a PTW Semiflex chamber positioned in a water phantom.
(b) Cylindrical tubes for five inner radii: Rair = 0.3, 0.5, 0.75, 1.25 and 1.5 cm. (c) Schematic view of the cylindrical tube.
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were transferred to the console of the remote afterloading system
(MicroSelectron®, Nucletron) for irradiations.

Monte Carlo simulation by GEANT4
As shown in Fig. 4, a Nucletron 192Ir source was modeled in the
GEANT4 Monte Carlo code (Ver. 4.8.2 p02) by using the geometrical
information reported by Daskalov [17]. We used photon energy spectra
for 192Ir, reported by Rivard [18]. In this study, ‘standard ElectroMagnetic
(EM) physics’ was selected for calculating the dose distribution with
a range cut value of 0.4mm. The standard EM physics was provided by
the electromagnetic standard physics working group established in the

GEANT4 project. The ratio of the peripheral dose with the air cavity to
the peripheral dose without it was calculated for five inner radii:
Rair = 0.3, 0.5, 0.75, 1.25 and 1.5 cm. The source active length was 6 cm
and the dwell times were determined by the geometrical optimization.

The size of the water phantom was 30 × 30 × 30 cm3 for the full
scatter conditions. The sensitive detectors made of water, each with a
volume of 1 × 1 × 1mm3, can store the energy deposited by the inter-
actions. The dose distribution along the transversal direction of the
source at the center of the source active length was obtained from the
accumulation of the energy deposited in the sensitive detectors. The
GEANT4 simulation was performed by non-parallel computation on an
Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-3930K CPU in a workstation (INVERSENET
INC. Tokyo, Japan). It took several days to obtain a single dose
distribution.

RESULTS
Measurements of absorbed dose in homogeneous water
As shown in Fig. 5, the absorbed dose for a single dwell position in
homogenous water was measured with the PTW Semiflex chamber
along a transversal direction of the 192Ir source (generally written
θ π= /2 in TG-43U1). The local dose differences between the
measured dose and the TPS dose based on TG-43U1 at a distance
of 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 5.4, 6.8 and 9.1 cm from the 192Ir source were 9.0%,
4.8%, 4.6%, 0.2%, 1.3% and 2.0%, respectively.

Measurement of dosimetric impact due to an air cavity
Figure 6 shows the local dose difference between the measured dose
with and without an air cavity for multiple dwell positions. The location
of the dose distributions corresponds to the center of the source active
length of 6 cm. The dwell times were determined by geometrical opti-
mization in the TPS. The horizontal axis corresponds to the distance
from the surface of the air cavity in the cylindrical tube. Local dose
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Fig. 3. (a) Treatment plan for a cylindrical tube (1.5 cm radius) with isodose curves of the percentage of the prescribed dose.
(b) Distribution of the dwell times determined by geometrical optimization.

Fig. 4. Graphics of the 192Ir source modeled by the
GEANT4 simulation. Green lines depict the gamma rays
emitted from the 192Ir source.
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differences increase with increasing radius of the air cavity. The max-
imum local dose difference was found to be 6.8% at a distance of 3.2 cm
for the maximal 1.5 cm radius. Furthermore, little dependency on the dis-
tance from the surface of the air cavity was observed, except for
Rair = 1.5 cm. The mean local dose differences in the entire region for
Rair = 0.3, 0.5, 0.75, 1.25 and 1.5 cm were 0.6%, 1.0%, 2.3%, 3.7% and
5.3%, respectively.

Monte Carlo simulation by GEANT4
Figure 7 shows the dose distribution in the Oncentra®Brachy and the
dose distribution with and without the cylindrical air cavity
(Rair = 1.5 cm) for multiple dwell positions, calculated by the
GEANT4 simulation. The location of the dose distributions

corresponds to the center of the source active length of 6 cm. The
local dose differences in water between the GEANT4 and the TPS
are also shown on the right vertical axes (open squares), and the
mean and standard deviation was 0.5 ± 0.3%. The figure also shows
dose changes due to the air cavity (closed squares), and it indicates
large increases over ~5%, which is similar to the results of the mea-
surements. Furthermore, we derived the mean local dose differences
for each size of the cylindrical air cavity in four different regions, at
0–0.5, 0.5–1, 1.5–3 and 3–5 cm distances from the surface of the
cylindrical cavity (see Fig. 8). Compared with dose calculations in
homogeneous water, large overdoses were observed, particularly
for a large air cavity radius. The GEANT4 simulation shows a
maximum 7.5% overdose in the nearest region (0–0.5 cm) for the
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largest radius, i.e. 1.5 cm. Conversely, it shows a minimum 1.5%
overdose in the farthest region (3–5 cm) for the smallest radius
of 0.3 cm. Furthermore, the overdoses depend on the distance
from the air cavity.

DISCUSSION
According to the GUM report [19], measurement uncertainties in
this study were estimated for two experiments: (i) measurements of

the absorbed dose in homogeneous water and (ii) dose change with
or without the air cavity in the cylindrical tube. (i) The uncertainty
in the calibration factor ND w Q, , 0

and beam quality kQ Q, 0was 1.5%
and 1.1%, respectively [15]. In brachytherapy, there is a large uncer-
tainty in the positional accuracy of the source and the detector. If a
positioning displacement potentially occurs within ±1 mm, the dose
change at a distance of 1.0, 3.0 and 5.0 cm from the catheter would
vary by approximately ±20%, ±7% and ±4%, respectively, by the
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inverse square law. For the derivation of the uncertainty, the prob-
ability was assumed to be a rectangular distribution. The combined
uncertainty for the other correction factors, kpol, ks and kTP was
~0.6%. From these results, the expanded measurement uncertainty
(coverage factor k = 1) for the distances was estimated to be 12%,
4% and 3%, respectively in this measurement. This is because Fig. 5
shows a large difference near the source, but these differences are
within the uncertainties. In addition, the trend of the result was
similar to one study reported by Araki et al. [15], and large dose dif-
ferences were observed in a close range from the source. A dedi-
cated device such as the sandwich method is necessary for further
improvement of the positional accuracy near the source. Gromoll et
al. [20] measured the radial dose function and the anisotropic func-
tion in the close range (0.5 cm) using a PTW pinpoint chamber.
There was a large deviation of ~10% among several measurements
for the anisotropic function. In a similar study, Patel et al. [21] mea-
sured the radial dose function using a PTW Semiflex chamber for a
different normalizing point, with a distance of 1 and 5 cm from the
source, and the standard deviations were found to be 2–5% and 2%,
respectively. A larger deviation was observed at the 1 cm normaliz-
ing point. Dose change due to the positional inaccuracy decreases
with increasing distance from the source. Sarfehnia et al. [22] mea-
sured the absorbed dose at a 5 cm distance from the source in water
with an ionization chamber, and a −1.4% dose difference was
observed (reference: TG-43). In this study, the mean dose differ-
ence was 1.2% in the distance range of 5 to 9 cm. (ii) This measure-
ment is expected to be less influenced by positional inaccuracy,
because the relative position was not changed for the measurements
with and without the air cavity. Therefore, the source position
accuracy was estimated by the geometrical error from the 1.5 mm
inner diameter of the needle and the 0.9 mm diameter of the 192Ir
source. As a result, the expanded measurement uncertainty at a dis-
tance of 1.0, 3.0 and 5.0 cm was estimated to be 4%, 1% and <1%.
In addition, the TPS dose based on TG-43U1 had calculation
uncertainties: a measurement uncertainty of 1.5% in air-kerma
strength Sk and a TPS interpolation uncertainty of 2.6%. Thus, the
total dose calculation uncertainty could be estimated to be 3.4% in
the dose at 1 cm in the transverse plane [23]. The GEANT4 simula-
tion shows a calculation uncertainty of within 1%, estimated from
the standard deviation of energy deposited in each sensitive detector
for a single dose distribution. The error bar is shown in Fig. 8.
Figure 7 shows that the local dose differences in water between the
Oncentra®Brachy and the GEANT4 were within the calculation
uncertainty of 1% in the GEANT4. Hence, dose calculation
accuracy in water by GEANT4 is comparable with that of the
TPS.

The dosimetric impact of the air passage depends on the size
and the distance of the air passage, as well as the length of treat-
ment region corresponding to the source active length. For instance,
as shown in Fig. 8, local dose differences increased slightly closer to
the air cavity. The radiation path length through the air cavity can
be identified as a cause for this distance dependence of the over-
doses. In the region close to the air cavity, the path length through
the air cavity can become greater for dwell positions far from the
center of the source active length. This can result in a greater over-
dose in the region closer to the air cavity. Therefore, the GEANT4

simulation shows a 4.9% overdose in the 0–0.5 cm region and a
2.9% overdose in the 3–5 cm region for Rair = 0.75 cm. This dis-
tance dependence of overdoses could not be fully observed in the
measurements because of the accuracy limit in the positioning of
the chamber and the catheter.

The dedicated catheter for bronchus cancer in intraluminal
brachytherapy has wings around the treatment region, which
enables a centered position of the catheter in the lumen to avoid
occurrence of an unwanted high dose in the wall of the trachea and
bronchus. The radius of the wing is approximately 0.6–0.75 cm, and
this could correspond to the mean radii of an air passage, as shown
in Table 1. The mean and maximum radii of the air passage for
bronchus cancer were found to be 0.75 and 1.6 cm, corresponding
to 3–5% and 5–8% overdose within a 5 cm distance from the air
passage, respectively, by reference to calculations from a GEANT4
simulation (Fig. 8).

Recently, our group investigated the late complication events for
patients who underwent endobronchial brachytherapy in our institu-
tion [24, 25], and we further extracted a dosimetric parameter, such
as D2 cm3 in equivalent dose to 2 Gy (EQD2), to reveal a relation
between the dosimetric parameters and the late complications rate,
as reported by Murakami et al. [24]. As a result, it was discovered
that D2 cm3 > 85 Gy in EQD2 for the trachea and the main bronchus
is a strong risk factor in relation to severe late respiratory complica-
tion. The clinical effect due to such overdoses being received is still
unknown and is being investigated in clinical practice.

Model-based dose calculation methods, such as the collapsed-
cone convolution [26] and grid-based Boltzmann solver [27, 28],
which have better dose calculation accuracies in a heterogeneous
medium or applicators, have been developed and researched [29,
30]. There is much research [31–34] investigating dosimetric
discrepancies in specific situations, such as a metallic applicator or
needle, rectal heterogeneity, skin dose in a finite patient dimension,
and an air cavity of SAVITM. For instance, the SAVITM applicator is
used to deliver partial breast irradiation and is placed inside
the lumpectomy cavity. The dosimetric impact of the air cavity
affects the area around the treatment region, as discussed in this
study. From Ref. [33], the peripheral dose indicated 3–9% over-
doses due to the presence of the air cavity; the overdose can
increase with increasing size of the air cavity. The dose difference at
a 1 cm distance from the catheter for 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5 cm radii of
the SAVITM was 3.6%, 6% and 8.3%, respectively (Table II in
Ref. [33]). The trend of their results is similar to that of our results,
but the dose differences are lower than ours. This is because the air
cavity in SAVITM is spherical, not cylindrical, as in ours.

The clinical brachytherapy uncertainty is estimated to be 8–13%,
as reported by Kirisits [35]. Therefore, the 3–5% overdoses caused
in intraluminal brachytherapy should be considered; these results
indicate the need for improvement in dose calculation accuracy in
intraluminal brachytherapy for bronchus cancer.

CONCLUSION
The dosimetric impact of the presence of an air passage depended
on the size of the air passage, the treatment length, and the distance
from the air passage. In clinical practice, the mean radius of the air
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passage is found to be ~0.75 cm for bronchus cancer. In that case,
the TPS based on dose calculation in homogeneous water had an
unexpected overdose of 3–5% in intraluminal brachytherapy for
bronchus cancer. This study indicated the need for improvement in
dose calculation accuracy in intraluminal brachytherapy.
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